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country can do for 
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can do for your 
country
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A country without its people is a barren land and it is up to the people to

make it prosper. In a country, every person performs his or her own role in

the development of the country. The fulfillment of these duties is the utmost

necessity. It is completely in the hands of the people to build the country or

destroy it. First of all, we must realize the fact that a country without the

citizens is nothing. Many of the countries, before being found, were nothing

more than habitats for wild animals. It is after the introduction of civilization

that they began to flourish. 

Subsequently, the progress of country depends on the commitment of the

people. Every person must be ready for the challenges which may arise. For

instance, a politician, a doctor, an engineer, or a teacher has different roles

to play. Most importantly, every person must live up to the expectations that

are required of him or her. The nourishment of a country is solely in the

hands  of  the  people.  They  have  to  perform  their  duties  with  complete

integrity. There has to be a sense of commitment in every person. 

Conversely,  if  people expect to receive entirely  from the country  without

serving anything to it, it will cause detrimental effects on the productivity of

their work as well as of those who are around them. Their influence might

also give rise to dishonesty in others. To sum up, we have to understand

what  our  duties  are.  We  need  to  have  active  participation  in  the

development of our country. Sucking on the resources of our country without

offering anything to it makes us a parasite. While bidding our services, we

also need to convince others to do the same. In doing so, we can hope to

achieve the best for our country. 
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